VERSION 17.6 OCTOBER 2022

PIERO SPORTS GRAPHICS
WHAT’S NEW

Insert an NDI feed in a Caption Track

Use an XPression generated graphic as a caption
Benefit from even more custom graphics and animations in a PIERO scene,
use XPression or any other CG to create a graphic to show information
about a player. Play the graphic out over NDI, then insert the NDI feed in the
Caption Track Effect. Just like any other Caption Track graphic, it follows the
tracked player and can be positioned at will within the scene.

Spotlight base with numbers or text

Insert numbers or text into a Spotlight base
Highlight a player using a Spotlight, projecting their number or initials onto
the ground. Type a number or text into a Spotlight text field to display it
dynamically in the Spotlight base.

PIERO Touch 1.8 (Windows/Mac)

Scrollable Project and Clip panels, customisable VTR Shuttle
Customise the look of the VTR Shuttle by adding images to the control and
track elements. Stay on-brand by changing the colours of the control,
control border and track to match the rest of the layout.

Further customise layouts with scrollable horizontal or vertical Project and Clip panels. Make more projects or clips
available to the touch screen user whilst maintaining a balanced and aesthetic layout.
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VOYAGER UNREAL PLUGIN
Team Line Up
Easily customise the player portrait element of Team Line Ups by using the new PlayerEffectImage template in Voyager.
Scores and Badges
Use the Logo and Text Effects in PIERO to add logos and scores to the virtual scene in Voyager.

Video Players
Use the Video Players Effect in PIERO’s
Analysis mode to cut out players from
the video and visualise them in Voyager.

Laser Eye
Use this classic PIERO Effect to show
where a player is looking.

IMPROVEMENTS
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Data Visualisation

Manually add Opta competitions. Press the (+) button next to the Competition list, then fill in the required
competition details. Contact StatsPerform for Opta competition details.

Lens Distortion

Lens distortion is applied to the Down & Distance Effect, the Red Zone Effect and the Shot Clock Effect when
using the Lucid Calibration in Live (Camera Head) mode, and lens distortion data is available.

Team Line Up

Players swap places with substitutes when dragged off of the field, onto a substitute.

User Interface

General User Interface improvements, including:
§
Moved the “Clip” button to the Tools section of the Effect Palette.
§
“Create Marker” button added between “Previous” and “Next” Marker buttons.
§
New “Expand/Compress” button replaces “Collapse Timeline” button in File Mode.
§
The “Snap” timeline button’s icon is a magnet.
§
The “Fixed Effect Length” button replaces the “Link In And Out Timecodes” button. Now located next to
the “Snap” button.
§
Visual aids for Effect Transition and Delay values in PIERO Live.
§
New Live settings tab in PIERO Live, containing Tally and Datalinq settings.
§
“Show Operator Window in SDR” setting checkbox only visible when running PIERO in HDR.
§
Player Data and Log Viewer windows are available from the Taskbar in the Settings tab (Linux).
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BUG FIXES
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Calibration

The College Football (CFL) calibration field model shows selectable horizontal lines and points for positioning.

Clips

Thumbnails save and load correctly.

Keying

Keying S-Log 3 HDR content is precise and corresponds to the user’s selection.

Text Effect

In PAL, 2D text is correctly positioned over its background component.

PIERO Touch App

Fixed a bug where long panel names caused panels to overlap and hide the functionally of adjacent panels.

Team Line-Up

After saving and loading, all players reappear in their correct positions. Players and substitutes return to their
original positions and orientation after the Trash button is pressed in Touch. Players assume their original
orientation after the Undo button is pressed.

